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REPORT ON THE MEDICAL RELIEF EXPEDITIONS TO 
MARTINI QUE AND ST. VINCENT IN AID OF THE 
SUFFERERS FROM THE VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS OF' 
MAY, 1902. 

By MAJOR J. WILL. 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

INFORMATION of the disaster which had overtaken St. Pierre 
by the eruption of Mount Pelee on May 8, was brought to St. Lucia 
on the evening of the same day by the ill-fated s.s. "Roddam." 

The news reached Barbados by the R.M.S. "Esk" on the 
morning of the 10th. As details of the catastrophe could not he 
obtained, the cable being interrupted, it was supposed that pro-' 
bably some of the inhabitants had escaped destruction, but may 
have been injured or burned. 

A relief expedition was immediately organised by His Excellency 
the Governor of Barbados. 

Having obtained short leave to visit Barbados I arrived there 
by the R.M.S. "Esk" on the lOth, and was asked by the Govern~ 
ment of Barbados to join the relief expedition. With the approval 
of the officer commanding troops I did so. The expedition left 
Barbados at 7 o'clock on the evening of the same day in the R.M.S. 
" Solent." 

The medical party consisted of myself, Major Bent, one N.C.O., 
and four men of the Royal Army Medical Corps, Drs. Manning; 
Hutson, and Aughinbaugh, and three trained nurses, with surgical 
materials, hospital marquees, beds, &c. The expedition was under 
the direction of the Hon. F. J . Newton, Colonial Secretary, Bar
bados. 

"\iVe arrived at Fort de France at 7 a.m. on the 11th, and after 
interviewing the officials proceeded to St. Pierre, which was reached 
at 11 a.m. 

As we steamed along the coast from Fort de France the land
scape appeared to be little altered, only a very thin sprinkling of 
dust had fallen, not enough to obscure the verdure of the tropical 
vegetation on the hillsides or of the fields of sugar-cane in the 
valleys; but on reaching a point opposite Carbet-a village about 
one and a-half miles south of St. Pierre-the aspect of the country 
assumed a complete change. The vegetation was covered up with 
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42 Relief EWJieditions to Ma1'tiniqu,p, and St. Vincent 

ashes, and everything coated with dust. The vmage seemed 
deserted, but the houses appeared to be intact. 

From this point northwards the country presented the appear
ance of being in the middle of a severe winter, everything green 
had disappeared, the trees were bare and gaunt with the smaller 
branches broken off, and the ground looked as if covered to the 
depth of 12 or 18 in. with dirty grey snow. 

On entering the harbour of St. Pierre the charred timbers of 
wrecked vessels were passed, and further in the Bay lay the s.s. 
" Roraima," still burning, with volumes of smoke rising from her 
hatches. Her hurricane deck and upper gear were gone; the 
starboard plates were buckled inwards, and from the fire inside, 
the plates on both sides were red hot, sending up clouds of steam 
as the waves lapped against them. 

The town of St. Pierre was covered with a thin mantle of smoke, 
above which the outline of the hills was di8tinctly visible, and to 
the north, almost over our heads, Mount Pelee, its volcano still 
active and sending up a dens~ cloud of smoke. Below this cloud 
of smoke ~ stream of hot mud could be seen rushing down the 
mountain side to the sea, sending up huge volumes of steam where 
it passed into the water. 

On the hill-side above the southern end of the town was the 
pedestal of the statue of the Blessed Virgin, the statue itself had 
been thrown from its pedestal some thirty or forty yards in a 
southerly direction. Every house was roofless, the walls were still 
standing, and in many of the houses flames were seen rising from 
the burning woodwork. 

When the" Solent" came to anchor, a boat was lowered, and 
a search party landed. The scene on shore was one of utter ruin 
and desolation. The large tamarind and bearded fig-trees in the 
Place Bertin were uprooted and thrown towards the south, and 
the broken boughs strewed the foreshore. The streets were covered 
to the depth of two feet with rubbish which had fallen from the 
tops of the· walls of the roofless houses. Nowhere had volcanic 
ashes fallen to a greater depth than an inch. 

At every turn scenes of indescribable horror met the eye. Dead 
bodies lay scattered about, singly and in groups, most with the face 
to the ground, and many with the face resting on the forearms or 
covered with the hands. With one exception all the victims were 
devoid of clothing. This exception appeared to be a white man. 
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.!. Will 43 

probably a sailor, who had escaped from one of the burning ships, 
He was lying on the face with his jersey pulled over the head. 

A brief examination was made of a number of the victims . 
. In many there were no signs of actual burning, they appeared 
Bhrunken, dried up, and. mummified. On the other hand some 
were terribly charred, the flesh being in parts entirely consumed, 
exposing the bones of the limbs and skull. There was no stench, 
-only a faint odour of burning flesh. 

For a town of 26,000 inhabitants of whom not a single soul 
-escaped, the number of b!=>dies seen in the streets was compara
tively small, and even in the houses, where no doubt the majority 
had sought refuge from the burning ashes, few b,odies were seen. 
It seemed evident that the majority of the victims had been buried 
under the fallen and burning roofs, and that large numbers must 
have been entirely incinerated. 

The heat was intense. Progression- through the streets was 
difficult and extremely dangerous; the walls of the houses were 
fissured and in many places overhanging, and iron railings were 
twisted and bent in every direction, and in several of the streets 
barred the passage. 

It was noted that most of the clocks on the public buildings 
had stopped at 7.50, marking the hour at which destruction had 
-overtaken the doomed city. 

It soon became evident that the people of St. Pierre had passed 
beyond the reach of human aid. The party therefore returned to 
the ship, glad to escape from the heat and from scenes so terrible. 

It may never be known exactly what was the immediate cause 
'Of the comparatively sudden extermination of nearly 30,000 people, 
and the simultaneous ignition of every house in St. Pierre. 

The volcano on Mount Pelee became active on April 15, and 
-on May 5 erupted large quantities of steam and mud, the latter, 
rushing down the mountain side with enormous velocity, buried 
.completely a sugar factory situated at the base of the mountain. 
Its violence was then supposed to be spent, but on the evening 
and night of May 7 rumbling noises were heard in the mountain, 
and dense volumes of smoke ascended from the crater. On the 
morning of the 8th dust and small stones fell on St. Pierre, the 
underground rumblings became more continuous, and at about 
8 o'clock with a terI;ific explosion an avalanche of hot ashes and 
,sand .. mixed.i withlflame was hurled from the_mountain top )nto 
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44 ReZi~f Ea;peditions tu klartinique and St. Vincent 

the town. This blast must have travelled with tornadic velocity:,. 
as evidenced by the uprooted trees in the Place Bertin. Some 
of the eye-witnesses of this terrible catastrophe state that the top 
of the mountain was blown off, others say that the tornadic blast 
came from a new vent in the side of the mountain. The volcanic 
ejectamenta seem to have consisted of fine dust, sand, super:
heated steam and gases, and were highly charged with electricity. 
The manner in which iron railings were twisted would indicate 
the presence of a large quantity of electricity, probably generated 
by the intense friction of the particles composing the hot blast. 
The nature of the gases can only be conjectured, but were probably 
sulphur-dioxide ,and hydrochloric acid gas. An intense degree of 
heat is capable of dissociating the elements of water, the free hydro
gen at a high temperature explodes on coming in contact with the 
oxygen of the air, exhausting the oxygen in the vicinity, and raising 
the temperature after the manner of the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe. 

The material which destroyed St. Pierre must have been heated 
to a very high temperature, this is evident from its having ignited 
everything combustible, including clothing, which is capable of 
resisting a temperature of nearly 3000 F . 

. The death of the majority of the inhabitants of St. Pierre does 
not seem to have been by any means instantaneous. Doubtless 
many were killed instantaneously by lightning, but the greater 
number would seem to have been suffocated by the intense heat 
and dust. 

The " Solent" returned and landed some food supplies at Fort. 
de France. It was there ascertained that medical assistance was 
not required, there being in hospital only eighteen injured people 
who had been rescued by the "Suchet" from the shipping at St. 
Pierre. 

The expedition returned to Barbados, arriving at 10 a.m. on 
the 12th. 

About midday on the same date (12th) telegraphic informa
tion was received in Barbados of the extent of the calamity which 
had overtaken the inhabitants of St. Vincent by the eruption of 
the Souffriere mountain on the 7th, and medical assistance was· 
asked for. 

At 3.30 p.m. Colonel Booth, the officer commanding the troops, 
asked me by telephone if I would proceed to St. Vincent the same 
evening. I was informed that civilian medical aid could not be 
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-obtained. I therefore left Barbados at 5 p.m. on the 12th by 
the KM.S. "Eden," taking with me a detachment of the Royal 
Army Medical Corps, a case of surgical dressings, stretchers, and 
a large hospital marquee. 

Arriving at Kingstown, St. Vincent, at 6 a.m. on the 13th, 
after an interview with His Excellency the Governor of the Wind
ward Islands, who informed me that the eruption of the Souffriere 
had caused the death of 1,600 people besides 160 cases of severe 
burns which were collected in temporary hospitals in Georgetown, 
-only six of whom were expected to recover, I proceeded to George
town in H.M.S. "Indefatigable." I found that the total number 
-of burns admitted to the hospitals had been 178, of whom thirty
four had already died. 

The temporary hospitals were three in number, viz., (1) George
town Hospital, a small two-storey building containing forty -one 
patients; (2) "Biddy's," also two storey, the upper floor being 
-occupied by sixty patients; (3) "Balcombs," the ground rooms 
in this building contained forty-three patients. 

The available medical staff consisted of two doctors, five nurses 
and one dispenser. This limited staff could not be expected to 
cope successfully with 200 cases of extensive burns, and it was 
hot a matter for surprise to find the atmosphere in some of the 
rooms far from sweet. None of the sufferers had fewer than four 
extensive burns, and some as many as ten. The accommodation 
was much too limited, and having ascertained that more suitable 
houses could not be procured in Georgetown, I proposed to trans
fer as many as could be safely moved to hospital marquees in 
Kingstown. For this purpose Captain Campbell ordered the boats 
·of the "Indefatigable" to be lowered and a number of suitable 
cases were selected, but the surf was running so high that it was 
found impossible to put any on board. I therefore returned to 
Kingstown and arranged for carts to bring as many as possible 
on the following day, also telegraphed to the officer commanding 
troops, Barbados, for bedsteads, mattresses, waterproof sheets, 
hospital marquees, old clothing, and a further supply of dressings. 

On the following day the large hospital marquee was pitched 
and equipped with twenty-six beds borrowed from the Police 
Barracks, and received sixteen cases of burns brought by the 
.coasting steamer" Wear" from Fancy, a village at the extreme 
north of the Island, also eight cases from Georgetown transported 
by the carts. 
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46 Relief Expeditions to M artinique and St. Vincent 

Dr. Offord arrived from Grenada and proceeded to George-c 
town. In the evening the "Indefatigable" left for Barbados to 
bring the supplies telegraphed for. 

On the 15th more oases were transferred by carts from George
town and temporarily accommodated in a ward of the Colonial 
hospital. 

At daylight on the 16th the "Indefatigable" returned from 
Barbados with the supplies requisitioned for, and later H.M.S. 
" Pallas " arrived bringing dressings and surgical materials. 

Drs. Hutson and Bowen and a native dresser arrived by the 
" Indefatigable" from Barbados in response to a telegram· sent 
by His Excellency asking for two doctors and six nurses. Drs. 
Hutson and Bowen, the native dresser, and three men of the Royal 
Army Medical Corps, proceeded to Georgetown on the "Wear," 
taking a supply of beds, &c., and three hospital marquees, also a 
detachment of bluejackets from the " Pallas " to assist in pitching 
the latter. These marquees were pitched on an open piece of ground 
close to the sea-shore, and accommodated thirty patients. 
"Biddy's," a building quite unsuited for hospital purposes, was 
evacuated. 

Dr. Durant was in charge of the patients in the hospital, Dr. 
Offord of those in Balcombs, and Drs. Hutson and Bowen of the 
three marquees. 

Another hospital marquee was erected in the hospital grounds 
at Kingstown, and was occupied by eight women and seven 
children. 

On the 21st and 23rd thirty-two more cases were transferred 
to the marquees in Kingstown. 

On the 24th the D.S.S. "Dixie" arrived, bringing provisions, 
clothing, medioal stores, and four hospital marquees equipped 
with beds, &c. Medical assistance was also offered, there being 
on board four D.S. Army dootors, and six trained men of the hos
pital corps, but at this stage medical assistance was not required, 
The marquees were pitched alongside the others in the hospital 
enclosure at Kingstown, and with the additional aocommodation 
they afforded, permitted all the cases remaining in. Georgetown, 
except two, to be brought to Kingstown. The last of these oases 
was transferred on May 30. The two cases left in Georgetown 
were too seriously ill to be removed. Both died a few days later. 
On this date there were seventy-six oases in the Relief Hospital 
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in Kingstown, thirty-nine had been discharged cured, and seventy
nine had died. 

Dr. Offord returned to Grenada on May 29, and Drs. Hutson 
and Bowen to Barbados on June 5. 

The table below shows the number of injuries caused by the 
eruption of the Souffriere Mountain on May 7, with the admissions, 
recoveries, deaths, &c., up to June 20, the date on which I left 
St. Vincent. 

I 
ATTENDED I 

AD1\IITTED DR~~~NG f RECOVERED 

----------~--~ -----~---I---i---
191 I r 88 

i 30 I 30 (mild) 

Burns (severe) 

o ~her inj uries 1 

Totals .. 119 

DIJW 
REMAINED ON 
20TH JUNE 

79 24 

1 1 

80 25 

Of the 194 cases admitted to hospitals, fifty-six were men, 
ninety-eight women, and forty children under 14 years of age. 

Of the twenty-five cases remaining under treatment on June 20" ' 
probably twenty will be fit to be discharged in the course of seven 
or eight days, and all are likely to recover. 

The thirty cases shown as attending daily for dressing, were 
mostly mild and superficial burns of the backs of the hands and 
ankles. All recovered. 

The 191 severe cases of burns admitted were characterised 
more by the extent of the areas implicated than by the depth of 
destruction of the affected surface. 

The sites were chiefly the face, ears, neck, forearms and backs 
of the hands, the legs and feet, and about 20 per cent. had body 
burns as well, situated in most of these cases on the shoulders 
and buttocks. 

In one case oniy there were as few as two burns, the majority 
had at least four, and some as many as eight or ten. 

The degree of burn varied from destruction of the cuticle to 
that of the true skin and subcutaneous ,tissues. The latter degree 
occurred in five cases only, implicating in two of these the ankles, 
in two the extensor tendons of the fingers and in one the finger 
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48 Relief Expeditions to Mctrtinique and St. Vincent 

tips. In most of the cases several of the degrees were combined 
in the surface affected. All the cases when first seen had an ad
herent coating of fine dust. 

In consequence of the degrees and extent of the injuries, pain 
was intense. There was a remarkable absence of shock, which 
is always an invariable sequel of intense burns in Europeans. Its 
~bsence may be accounted for, either by the lower nervous organisa
tion of the coloured race, or by the fact that the injured received 
their burns between 3 and 4 p.m. on the 7th, and were not removed 
to hospital till next morning. It is probable that some may have 
succumbed to shock in the interval. On the other hand, many 
of those who had sustained the most extensive and severest burns 
started at daylight on the following morning and walked to George
town, a distance in several instances of seven miles. It may there
fore be assumed that shock was not a prominent feature, and to 
its comparative absence must in a great measure be ascribed the 
large number of recoveries. 

The total number of deaths resulting from injuries caused by 
the eruption was eighty, of which seventy-nine were due to burns. 
The immediate cause of death was in most of the cases exhaustion 
from septicremia, a result it was impossible to obviate owing to 
the extent of surface involved in each case. A few died from 
secondary complications, viz., pneumonia and pleurisy, and four 
from tetanus. 

The treatment adopted was in the main thorough cleanliness, 
effected by washing the wounds after removing all loose epidermis 
with 1 in 80 carbolic lotion, or with hydrozone, and applying at 
first a dressing of 2 to 6 per cent. turpentine in oil, and later, when 
this b~came too stimulating, a liniment composed of petrolatum 
and albolene, with 1 i per cent. of trikresol. 

Anresthetics had to be used in several cases while removing 
dressings. 

Skin-grafting was successfully carried out in a few cases in 
whom the entire skin was destroyed. 

The food was adapted as far as possible to the requirements of 
each case, and to their previous dietary habits. Stimulants, milk, 
beef essence, soups, jellies, &c., were freely prescribed when con
sidered necessary. 

The other injuries resulting from the eruption and treated in 
hospital were three cases of fracture of the skull, all in children. 
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CASE I.-A Carib girl, aged 9, was carrying on her head a wooden 
tray on which a large stone fell, breaking it and fracturing the upper 
angle of the frontal and both parietal bones, the latter just above 
the eminence. The frontal fracture was comminuted and slightly 
depressed, and over it were two minute wounds which bled very 
profusely. She was unconscious for forty-eight hours, and when 
consciousness returned had complete loss of speech and hearing 
and considerable paresis, especially of the lower extremities. The 
injury was. considered too extensive for operation. The paresis 
gradually disappeared, speech and hearing returned, and after 
being eighteen days in hospital she was discharged, apparently 
quite recovered. 

CASE 2.-A negro boy, aged 9, by the direct impact of a large 
stone sustained a large scalp wound with fracture and depression 
of the parietal bone close to the vertex. When admitted the 
wound was very septic, and while this was being prepared for 
operation he developed tetanus and died. 

CASE 3.-A coloured girl, aged 8, came by her injury in a similar 
manner to Case 2, resulting in a comminuted and depressed frac
ture of the left parietal bone, close to the sagittal suture, with 
two small scalp wounds over the fracture. This case was operated 
on. Three fragments of bone were removed and the depressed 
margin elevated. It continued to do well. 

To arrive at some definite conclusion as to the cause of these 
extensive burns and of the loss of 1,600 lives, it will be necessary 
to consider briefly the phenomena observed during the eruption, 
and the statements made by the surviving sufferers. 

The Souffriere Mountain on which the volcano is situated is 
the northern portion of a volcanic range running almost due north 
and south, and dividing the whole island longitudinally into two 
parts, known as the windward and leeward portions. The vol
cano consists of two craters, the old and new, the date of origin 
of the former is unknown, and the latter is supposed to. have come 
into existence during the last eruption in 1812. The craters are 
separated by a narrow saddle-ridge and are approximately 3,000 
feet above the sea level. For some months prior to the date of the 
eruption rumbling noises had been heard in the mountain. On 
May 6 these noises became more continuous and louder, and on 
the afternoon iof that day a huge vertical column of steam was 
ejected with a noise like the report of a cannon. Explosions, 
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with discharge of vapour occurred during the night, and on the 
morning of the 7th black material was seen to be thrown up at 
each discharge, some of it falling back again into the crater. These 
discharges occurred intermittently but with increasing violence 
till about 1 p.m., when they became continuous with a thunder
like noise, or, as it has been described, like the roar of a mighty 
torrent, and a huge mushroom-shaped cloud of black smoke, inter
sected in every direction with electrical flashes, rose many thousand 
feet into the sky. This huge mushroom-shaped cloud seems to 
have divided into two parts, one passing to windward over the 
sea, and the other to leeward. About 2 p.m. large stones fell to 
the windward side and the cloud, which passed in that direction, 
returned to a certain extent towards the crater, probably drawn 
thither by a temporary vacuum in or near the crater caused by 
the explosion of a volume of inflammable gas. This will account 
for the condition of the windows observed in Georgetown, where 
all the glass was broken on the windward side; that on the side 
next the crater had sustained little damage. 

The volcano seems to have reached its acme of violence about 
2.30 p.m., and about 3 o'clock the wave of hot air and ashes over
took the inhabitants of the Carib country, the district between 
Georgetown and Owia, killing about 1,600 people, also thousands 
of domestic animals, while most of the survivors were terribly 
burned. 

Fortunately the inhabitants of the district to the leeward of 
the mountain became alarmed by the explosions of the previous 
night, and sought safety in flight before the fatal stage of the erup
tion was reached, hence no human lives were lost in this portion 
of the island; everything in the shape of stock, &c., was killed 
and completely buried by the mud and ashes. 

The personal narratives of most of those treated in the hospitals 
were taken, they agree on all the main points, it will therefore be 
sufficient to quote one only, and that in his own words. 

Charles Alexander, aged 40, labourer, stated: "I lived at 
Overland. On the morning of the eruption I was cutting canes 
on Tourama Estate. About 9 o'clock there was a drizzle of rain 
with ashes falling, but I still goes on work, then ashes fall heavier. 
About 12 o'clock I start to go home, the ashes still fall and small 
stones, and when I get home I hear a great noise in the direction 
of the mountain like a rushing river. All the people then start to 
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run from the village, Tourama way, but when we get half part of 
the way we turned back because we meet the Tourama people 
coming to Overland. As soon as we reach Overland again, large 
stones begin to drop, and this cause all the people run into the 
houses. With many others I run into Victor Sutherland's shop. 
It have a strong galvanised roof but soon some large stones fall 
through the roof. About 2 o'clock great darkness come on and 
we shut the doors and windows. After this a great heat come with 
hot ashes through the chinks of the doors and windows and through 
the holes in the roof. The hot ashes get into our mouths, and 
stop our mouths as fast as we try to breathe. We toss backwards 
and forwards for about two seconds, then everyone fall down. 
I did not lose my senses, but cannot tell exactly what happened 
after I fall. I feel choked with the hot stuff going down my belly 
and smell plenty sulphur. This did not last too long, only two 
or three minutes, then I try to get up, but two people both dead 
lie across me, and after a struggle enough I get on my feet, I then 
know I was burned, I think I was burned when lying on the floor. 
I now open a window a little to get air, this revived me a little, 
but stones still dropped and more ashes come in, I shut it again. 
I watched the great black cloud for about two minutes while the 
window was open, it was full of fire like lightning, and I see stones 
drop on the ground break in pieces and glow hot. At this time 
many people in the shop done dead, and some of the houses out
side were burning. Stones now ceased to drop, and there was a' 
calm-this would be about 4 o'clock, and it was still dark. We 
now open the windows and doors and sit up till day clean, then 
I walked to the hospital at Georgetown. I know of six people 
being alive in the shop next morning, they were all burned. I 
think about eighty people die in the shop, most after we fall, but 
some during the night." 

This man was very severely burned about the face and neck, 
also on the wrists and legs. 

Further evidence showed that every person who left shelter 
during the wave of hot ashes was killed in a few minutes, that 
inhaling the ashes, &c., caused a feeling as if the windpipe was 
being compressed, and that this feeling was less acute while. the 
sufferers held in their breath. 

The burns seem to have been entirely caused by the hot dust 
falling on exposed parts at a temperature high enough to cause 
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vesication and destruction of the skin, but not at a sufficiently 
high enough temperature to ignite the clothing or the thatched 
roofs of the houses. Many houses were burned, but they seem 
to have been ignited by the "firestones." None of the burns 
presented the appearances characteristic of those inflicted by 
lightning, and the depth of tissues destroyed was greater than 
that usually found in burns by steam. 

The large number of deaths caused by the eruption appear 
to have been almost entirely due to asphyxia by the hot ashes 
and heated air, the latter being probably somewhat deficient of 
oxygen. The cloud of dust was highly charged with electricity, 
and it is likely that some of the deaths outside the houses were 
caused by lightning, also that a few, especially children, may have 
been killed by the falling stones. 

The question of the presence of noxious gases has also to be 
taken into account. It is certain that with the hot dust there 
was some sulphur dioxide, and it is probable that there was also 
a little hydrochloric acid gas, but had these gases been present 
in large quantities, the survivors would have suffered severely 
from irritation of the respiratory mucous membrane. Except in 
one or two of the elderly patients there were no signs of trachea 
or bronchial irritation. 

There is no evidence of the presence of more lethal gases, such 
as carburetted hydrogen, carbon monoxide, or carbon dioxide; 
had these gases been the cause of death, it is impossible to conceive 
how anyone could have survived; moreover, death would have 
been more sudden. 

On June 15 I visited the villages on the windward side, in 
which so many people were killed and injured. The country 
looked utterly desolate; dust, sand and small stones covered 
it to the depth of 1i ft., and in the ravines these materials existed 
many feet deep, obliterating the old watercourses. Heavy rains 
had fallen, and the water had formed new channels, in many places 
excavating enormous chasms. 

In all the houses there was a very large quantity of exquisitely 
fine dust which had penetrated through the thatch and through 
the minutest crevice, e.g., in the manager's house at Langley Park 
Estate, a house with close fitting doors and windows, this fine dust 
lay on the floors to a depth of three inches and adhered to the 
plaster on the walls to the thickness of three-eighths of an inch. 
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In this house there were thirty-one people, twenty-eight· of whom 
died during the fatal afternoon and night of May 7. 

The last of the Military Hospital marquees was struck on 
June 18, and with the detachment Royal Army Medical Corps 
I left St. Vincent on the 20th. 

The conduct of the men of the detachment was excellent through
out, and the careful manner in which they carried out their duties, 
which were very arduous, and at first somewhat trying, was most 
praiseworthy, and deserves recognition. 

Much of the success attained was due to the good work done 
by Dr. Durant and Nurse Paters on of the local medical service, 
who were first on the scene of disaster; also to that done by Drs. 
Hutson, Bowen, and Offord. 

• 
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